Congenital deficiency in factor VII of the coagulation and the anesthesia
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Abstract: The constitutional deficiency in factor VII (FVII) of the coagulation is a rare autosomal recessive disease, responsible for a hemorrhagic syndrome of variable intensity poorly correlated with plasma levels of FVII. This deficit is suspected in front of an isolated reduction in the rate of prothrombine and confirmed by the dosage of this factor. We report a case of congenital FVII deficiency in a patient aged 22 years, who underwent surgical treatment of nephrolithiasis. FVII deficiency was 22%, no replacement therapy was introduced to the patient, and no bleeding complications were observed in intraoperative or postoperative. In conclusion, the perioperative transfusion with fresh frozen plasma (FFP) or the contribution of FVII in a patient with a moderate deficit in FVII is not systematic, and it cannot be considered if there is a risk of bleeding or in case of deficiency of FVII.
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1. Introduction

Factor VII deficiency is a congenital coagulation abnormality. It is exceptionally often acquired in connection with a tumor [1]. The hereditary deficit is transmitted through autosomal recessive mode with high penetrance. Its incidence is 1/500,000 [2]. The hemorrhagic risk during the surgical intervention is not correlated with the factor VII rate. So, the replacement therapy of this deficit is not systematic. We report a case of Factor VII congenital deficiency in a patient who underwent surgical treatment of kidney stones and who did not get any replacement therapy.

2. Observation

It refers to a patient, aged 22 years, addressed in pre-anesthetic consultation for preoperative assessment before surgical treatment of left kidney stones. The interrogation of the patient had revealed a history of isolated left renal colic, no notion of surgery before, no drug taking and a regular menstrual cycle without evidence of hemorrhage. Examination under anesthetic was without any particularity. The preoperative assessment has revealed a prothrombin rate (PR) of 47% and normal Activated Cephaline Time (ACT) of 36s/32s. Platelets rate was normal and renal assessment was without abnormalities. A hemostatic control was done and the PR was always down, 48%. A dosage of coagulation factors was requested and showed an isolated deficit in factor VII, 22%. The hypothesis of a congenital factor VII deficiency has been retained in this patient; in the absence of infectious syndrome, evolutionary tumor, system disease and the low rate of Factor VII(research of autoantibodies has not been made).Considering the moderate deficit in Factor VII, and considering the low hemorrhagic risk of surgery and the absence of hemorrhagic history, there was no setting of replacement therapy in the patient and no hemorrhagic complication was observed in per or postoperative. The postoperative PR control was 45% and the Factor VII was 24%.
3. Discussion

FVII is a dependent vitamin K factor, synthesized by hepatocytes. It is present in the plasma with a weak concentration (0.5g/l) [3]; its half-life is very short: 3 or 4 hours. The acquired deficit is frequent in different circumstances: Hepatic insufficiency, vitamin K deficiency or the setting of treatment with vitamin K antagonists. The acquired deficits associated with bone marrow transplantation either to antibodies (immunological and lymphoproliferative diseases) or accrued during severe bacteremic episodes are anecdotal. The constitutional deficit FVII is a rare autosomal recessive disease; its prevalence is estimated at 1/500 000 in general population [2]. It reaches both sexes in general. The quantitative, qualitative, or mixed deficits are differentiated in correlation with activity coagulant Factor VII (VIIc) in one hand and antigenic concentration (VIIAg) in the other hand. Clinically, the hemorrhagic manifestations are similar to the ones of the hemophilia [4]. Hemorrhagic syndrome associated with constitutional deficits in FVII is extremely variable. It is poorly correlated with the biological phenotype particularly on FVIIc activity [5]. We distinguish in homozygous, whose Factor VII rate is less than 10%, three levels of gravitates: the severe form when the Factor VII is less than 3%, the moderate form refers to Factor VII, starting from 3 to 5%, and the mild form, when it is greater than 5%. The heterozygosis whose Factor VII is between 20% and 60%, corresponds to minor form of the disease [10]. It could therefore not be direct relationship between Factor VII rate and surgical bleeding. In addition to hemorrhagic manifestations, some cases of spontaneous thrombosis have paradoxically been reported in this category of patients [6, 7]. The Factor VII deficit increases the hemorrhagic risk during the surgical intervention although its importance is not always correlated with plasma concentration [8]. On a therapy level, prevention of hemorrhagic risk during the surgical operation is based on administration of Factor VII [9]. However, this replacement therapy is not systematic except in case of severe or moderate spontaneous hemorrhagic syndrome history, or in case of hemorrhagic surgery. The replacement therapy needs frequent iterative injections of the short half-life of Factor VII (4 hours). Other authors suggested continuous perfusion [11]. The necessary minimum rate of Factor VII for surgical hemostasis would be at about 10 to 15% [12]. The number of Factor VII to administer is between 20 and 40 IU/kg according to duration of the intervention (1ml of Factor VII corresponds to 25 IU). Another recommended therapeutic alternative is the administration of frozen plasma (FP)(1ml of FP contains 1unit of Factor VII) or by iterative injections, or by continuous perfusion[11]. The replacement therapy is essential in case of moderate or severe hemorrhagic history, the dose to administer is between 20 and 30 IU/kg if it is of short and little hemorrhagic intervention and 40 IU/kg every eight hours, in the other cases as long as the hemorrhagic risk is still there. The verification of the efficiency is thanks to biological assays of FVII. See Quick time every two hours till the twelfth hour, then, every four hours till the twenty-fourth hour in order to maintain FVII rate about 10 to 15% and PR of 35%.

In our case, Factor VII deficit is very moderate (22%) in a patient without hemorrhagic history and who underwent some hemorrhagic surgery. Consequently, no replacement therapy was administered to that patient. No hemorrhagic or thrombotic event has been noted in postoperative and postoperative control of FVII was 24%.

4. Conclusion

FVII congenital deficit is a rare hereditary hemorrhagic disease. Clinically, the hemorrhagic manifestations are similar to the ones of the hemophilia. The hemorrhagic risk after one surgery is hardly (with difficulty) predictable and perioperative transfusion by FVII or by frozen plasma to a patient presenting a moderate FVII deficit is not systematic.
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